P.O.Box 160102
Austin, TX 78716
What is COMETRY?
We at COMETRY have developed a unique new art form that blends comedy and performance poetry.
We use this technique to amuse and educate our students. COMETRY's message teaches valuable
leadership, social, and diversity skills, while also keeping listeners entertained and engaged.
Every experience with COMETRY does a few things: Provokes thought, tells a story, raises individual
awareness, and delivers an inspirational message...all while making you laugh!

Program Info:
All comedy is clean and appropriate for any age
Most effective in a 60-72 minute format, but can be tailored to your schedule
COMETRY offers two programs:
Entertainment: Clean and clever observational comedy intertwined with energetic and well
crafted performance poetry.
Edutainment: Audience members receive a message on diversity, social & leadership skills

Workshops:


Writing Poetry: Discover writing prompts that effectively trigger your imagination and extract
your emotions. Learn how to dance with the English language by converting literal text into
image inducing poetry.



Leading Beyond You: Apply the concept of G.R.A.V. to your community. We ask questions
that relate to your specific environment and take a deeper look at how you can be an effective
leader today.

COMETRY uses purposeful entertainment to educate students in diversity leadership. We demonstrate
the four values every great leader possesses by teaching our acronym G.R.A.V., which stands for
growth, research, approachability, and validation. We reinforce this message with interactive exercises
and comedic poetry so that we can exemplify the benefits of growing outside of your comfort zone,
learning about others, being open to others, and the value of encouraging those around you.
COMETRY is a one of a kind classroom whose chalkboard happens to be a stage.
--Chad and Iggy
cometry founders

Hear it from others:
“Giving someone the opportunity to laugh, cry, and have their mind opened all in one show is truly
special and I don't know of anyone else that could do it the way you two do. I will say that it's
something that needs to be experienced.”
 Heather D. Sprinkle
Coordinator of University Programs
University of South Alabama

COMETRY is a good fit for?
High School Assemblies
Career Tech and Leadership Conventions
Diversity Training Events
College Campus Activity Boards
Administration/Teacher Training Workshops

